Green Marine Launches Bridge Command Glass Bridge Display System

New Bridge Command glass bridge displays and controller added to Green Marine product line.

Irwin, PA (PRWEB) October 05, 2011 -- Green Marine, a leading manufacturer of LED marine monitors, announced today the launch of its new Bridge Command product line. This product suite combines glass bridge monitors in sizes 19” and 24” with a Stretched Aspect Ratio (STAR) monitor and a multi monitor controller. These products were designed together to work together providing users with effortless control over the visual information displayed from various marine systems aboard their yachts.

“Following the successful launch of our Green Marine All Weather Monitors in 2010, we wanted to focus on an up scale bridge display system that provided a high level of integrated functionality, while still maintaining intuitive controls,” said Keith Grapes, President and Founder of Green Marine. “With Bridge Command yacht captains can easily access and view critical information in all lighting conditions.”

Elegantly designed yet ruggedly constructed, Bridge Command’s 19 and 24 inch “all glass front” helm displays add a level of high tech styling to any yacht bridge. Incorporating (7) signal inputs and (3) modes of picture-in-picture capability, these monitors offer connectivity to numerous data sources and a wide range of options for how information is displayed. Containing an advanced LED backlit system delivering 1,000 nits of brightness through the optically bonded glass, displayed information is easily viewable in even the brightest sunlight.

The Bridge Command STAR display is an industry first. This long and slender 16:3 aspect ratio display is designed to utilize the wasted space in overhead consoles. With the ability to display information from NMEA 2000 gauge software, alarm system software, and security cameras, STAR displays are as versatile as they are stylish.

Including function controls for up to (6) displays the Bridge Command controller manages on screen display (OSD) settings in addition to single or multiple display dimming. The keypad buttons are “red” LED backlit for enhanced night time viewing.

About Green Marine
Green Marine is a leading manufacture of LED marine displays. Combining reliable performance with low power requirements and ease of use, Green Marine products are available through a network of marine dealers and distributors.

For more information on the Bridge Command product suite visit: http://www.bridgecommand.com/.
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